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Planting bulbs for the spring

Planting bulbs for the spring

  Humbly wrapped
    in thin brown tissue
  Innocuous and plain
    nothing special to see
  Tear shaped gifts
    demanding work and patience
  Reveal eventually the
    surprise they hold within
  If Faith came in packages
    it would be as bulbs for spring.

Of all the garden chores done in the fall, nothing epitomizes hope like the
planting of bulbs. It is that hope that keeps me willing to do this task in spite of
how much I ache after planting the first hundred. Unlike childbirth, one
remembers the agony.

This past Columbus Day I planted this year’s bulbs. Given the current financial
climate, my bulbs are the best investment I could’ve made, or so I kept
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repeating to myself as I planted with the generous participation of my family.
The weather could not have been better. The temperature was perfect, neither
cold nor warm. The cloudy day prevented us from getting too hot. The soil too
was not dry, so digging the holes was easier.

Proper planting and fertilization

All the good conditions not withstanding, the going was hard. As the bulbs go
into existing perennial beds and the “meadow,” each bulb has to be given its
own hole. No trenches are possible. I have to be careful about slicing into
pre-existing bulbs. Each hole is given a sprinkling of organic fertilizer to feed
the bulb. Bonemeal or Bulbtone are often recommended but I have found that
squirrels and their relatives are drawn to the bonemeal and tend to dig up the
bulbs in search of a feast. Empty holes are exposed and inedible bulbs are
strewn but left intact. It’s very upsetting when you’ve spent hours planting.

I now use a tiny bit of Milorganite instead. The bulb is placed at the right
depth (three times the height of the bulb) and then covered back with soil. We
planted all day stopping only for a tea break and then a quick lunch. Finally, all
one thousand and fifty bulbs were in place. That’s right, it is not a typo. A
thousand fifty! I can’t even begin to tell you how much my entire body hurt.
Yet it was oh, so satisfying.

Working together kept us motivated and willing. Only once, right before a very
late and much needed lunch, was I asked if I had gone completely mad when
I’d done the bulb ordering. I derived great pleasure from seeing a multitude of
earthworms, those natural aerators of the soil. I came across several toads as
well. I was in such good company.

This next spring, I look forward to sharing with you the results of all that work.
I hope it will look as good as it does in my head.

Still time to purchase and plant bulbs for the spring

So, have you planted your bulbs? If you did not get around to ordering any, the
local nurseries have a good supply. There is still time to get bulbs in as the
ground is not yet frozen. Tulips are loved by the deer but there are alternate
choices of bulbs that are not appealing to them or other creatures. Some of
them are not big and dramatic but all of them contribute to the big picture.
The little details matter.

I planted lots of daffodils, scilla, muscari, fritillarias, ornithogalums, anemone
blandas, alliums, ipheons and chionodoxias in my “meadow.” This area is seen
as open territory by deer, squirrels and rabbits. The meadow is nothing but
lawn that is not pristine. It is full of violas, ajuga and dandelions, all of which
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add color to the lawn when in bloom. Along with the bulbs, the effect is rather
pretty and charming.

In addition, bees and butterflies have a source of food early in the year when
little else is available. Apparently, dandelions are one of the earliest sources of
food for hummingbirds. I haven’t been witness to this, but I have seen those
birds in the garden. They must be feeding on something as I do not keep
feeders for hummingbirds.

I have a feeling that with the cost of travel going up and the economy being in
a slump, there will be many of us who will be staying close to home next year.
Why not invest a little in creating a beautiful garden? It will give you more
reason to stay and enjoy your piece of paradise.

Shipment of bulbs
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Sprinkle fertilizer

PLace the bulb

Bulb in place
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Many hands make lihgt work
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